Confirmations at Montréal: 11 May 1668
Transcribed by Gail Moreau-DesHarnais, FCHSM member (gfmoreau1@aol.com)

Transcriber’s notes: These confirmations are found on FHL film #1311432, item #14 and also on the indicated PRDH Online certificates. The names are transcribed as found on the film and have not been standardized, as they are on PRDH Online. Names followed by an asterisk [*] are not shown in the Dictionnaire Jetté [DJ] as having been confirmed. [Note from Suzanne Sommerville - Jetté may have omitted recording some confirmations because he used these references, sometimes, to establish the first presence of an individual in New France. If a person was documented before the confirmation took place, he used the earlier date.] A double asterisk [**] indicates the name could not be found in DJ. Family names in parentheses are as shown in DJ. Transcriber’s comments are in brackets. If an individual was the ancestor of a person who was in Détroit between 1701 and 1710, that information is also given. References are cited at the end of the lists.

Jacques Aynes, ** from Rouen
Pierre Goguet, ** from Rouen [Possibly Pierre Goguet, from St-Étienne de Marans (DJ, 513.).]
Michel Bouvier, * from Anjou
Julien haut Bois, from Breton (Hautbois dit Saint-Julien et LeBreton)
Paul d’Azay, from Poitiers (Dazé) [Married Françoise Goubilleau, 15 April 1671, at Montréal (DJ, 314). They were the parents of Paul-Charles Dazé who was hired to go to Détroit in the first convoy of 24 July 1701 (RAPQ, 205.).]
Leonard Etienne, ** from Limoges [Possibly Léonard Ethier, from St. Martial de Manot, Angoumois (DJ, 407.).]
Guillaume Le vanier, from Rouen (Vanier dit Lafontaine) [Married Madeleine Bailly, 5 July 1672, at Québec (DJ, 1113). They were the parents of Jean-Baptiste Vanier who was hired to go to Détroit in the first convoy of 24 July 1701 (RAPQ, 205.).]
Jacques ferron, ** from Rouen [Jacques Freron, a mason, was godfather to Jacques Estie (Éthier), son of Léonard Estie and Elisabeth Godillon, 4 October 1671, at Montréal; godfather to Marie Catherine Aubry, daughter of Thecle Aubry and Jeanne Chartier, 20 August 1673, at Montréal (PRDH #40110, #40235.).]
Louys Le Ber, * from Canadas
Pierre d’ailleboust, * from Canadas (Ailleboust) [Pierre d’Ailleboust, sieur d’Argenteuil, was at Détroit in 1706 and on 10 March 1707, when he was granted land inside and outside the fort (MPHC, 33: 374, 382).]
Jacques atikameg, ** from Canadas [An X appears to be added above his name on the confirmation list, with a line below it through the letter u.]
Nicolas gaudé, * from Canadas (Godé) [Married Marguerite Picard, 12 November 1658, at Montréal (DJ, 508). They were the parents of Jacques Godé who was hired, in a contract by Adhémar on 23 April 1710, to go to Détroit (MNR.).]
Pierre La Chapelle, ** from Canadas [Possibly Lorrain dit Lachapelle]
Nicolas Millet, * from Canadas
Paul Agnier, * from Canadas (Haguenerier)
Marie Elizabeth Querétin, * from Canadas (Guertin)
Michelle Juillet, * from Canadas [Actually, daughter of Hugues Picard and Anne-Antoinette de Liercourt, widow of Blaise Juillet (PRDH #95776, #19750, #1355, #37788.).]
[PRDH #403614]

Catherine Panier, from Canadas
Marie La fleur, ** from Canadas
Marie Teodore, * from Canadas (Marie-Barbe Théodore)
Louise Pijart, ** from Canadas
Marie Leger, * from Canadas (Léger)
Jeanne de St Michel, * from Canadas (Messier dite St. Michel)
Magdelaine Boucher, * from Canadas
Marie Rouannes, * from Canadas (Roinay) [Daughter of François Roinay and Perrine Meunier, she married Antoine Rousseau dit Labonté about 1675, Laprairie. Their daughter, Marie-Marguerite, married Julien Pléalau dit Laprairie/Prairie, 23 November 1716, at Laprairie (DJ, 915, 1004, 1013). Julien Laprairie was hired, 19 August 1710, contract by Adhémar, to go to Détroit and to remain there until the end of 1712 (MNR).]
Angelique de Sailly, from Canadas [Daughter of Louis Artus, sieur de Sailly (DJ, 23).]
Jeanne Cecile Clausse, * from Canadas (Closse)
Jeanne de St Andre, * from Canadas (Robutel dite St. André)
Jeanne de St Andre, * from Canadas
Louys de Quarry, ** from Canadas
Gabriel Tetard, * from Canadas (Testard/Tétard)
Mathurin Valiquet, * from Canadas
Gabriel Sel, * from Canadas (Celle dit Duclos)
Paul d’Aillébou, * from Canadas (d’Aillébou, sieur de Périgny)
[PRDH #403615]

Charles Balthasar Barbier, ** from Canadas [Possibly Charles-Henri Barbier (DJ, 47).]
J Baptiste Cavalier, * from Canadas (Cavelier dit Deslauriers)
Jacques Le moyne, * from Canadas (Lemoine/Lemoyne) [Either Jacques Lemoyne, sieur de Sainte-Hélène, son of Charles Lemoyne, sieur de Longueuil, and Catherine Thierry dite Primot (DJ, 710) or Jacques Lemoyne, son of Jacques Lemoyne and Mathurine Godé (DJ, 711). The latter was a fur merchant and possibly the Jacques Lemoine, from Batiscan, who was in the first convoy to Detroit, 24 July 1701 (RAPQ, 205).]
Jacques Lubray, ** from Rouen
François bourdel, ** from Rouen
Pierre Roussel, from Rouen [First husband of Barbe Loisel (DJ, 1014). Her second husband was François Legantier, sieur de LaVallée et de Rané/Rasné (DJ, 695); her third husband was François Fafard dit Delorme, whom she married, 30 December 1713, at Ste. Anne de Detroit (DJ, 410). François Fafard was in the 24 July 1701 convoy to Détroit. Both François Legantier and François Fafard were buried at Détroit.] [An X appears to be added above his name on the confirmation list, with a line below it through the letter u.]
Jean du Breuil, from Rouen (Dubreuil)
Toussaint Lucas, * from Rouen (Lucas dit Lagarde) [He arrived at Québec, 12 September 1665, on board le Saint-Sébastien as a soldier in the company of Captain Duprat. He received the scapulaire du Mont-Carmel, 25 September 1665 (Langlois, 399).]
Pierre Le Sauvage, ** from Rouen
Guillaume la belle, from Rouen (Labelle)
Guillaume le Clerc, from Rouen (Leclerc)
François d’Ormeaux, ** Picard
Jean Regnault ** [Possibly Jean Raynaud/Rainaud/Reynaud dit Planchard.Blanchard (DJ, 969).]
Anthoine haut **
[PRDH #403616]
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